‘Big Carp’ homemade bait making
and
Irresistible Liquid Foods! (By Tim Richardson)

In winter and spring, fish will become really vulnerable to capture after burning off their stored energy reserves. Many tricks using liquid foods, potent ingredients and powerful natural additives can seriously boost your catches winter and spring – and in summer and autumn too! So read on to discover how to improve your readymade or homemade boilies, your ground bait mixes, pellets, or particle baits, and massively boost your catch results big-time!

This rarely-caught March fish was caught on baits over-loaded with liquid foods!

As already mentioned, as carp waters thaw out big carp will feed instinctively in order to replenish their energy reserves that have been used up through the prolonged periods of winter inactivity. So-called liquid foods are basically liquids that supply essential nutrients that carp need to survive; and some also provide internal benefits that can boost metabolism, digestion and immunity to spring proliferations of unhealthy bacteria for example.

These liquids and dissolved powdered extracts etc are highly stimulating and attractive to carp even in the very cold weather of winter and early spring time! Many tricks using liquid foods can really boost your catches during these periods so read on to boost your mixes, pellets, boilies and particle bait results!

The efficient dispersal of attractive liquids and dissolved substances such as flavours, liquid foods and food particles etc from the area of your baits (especially in low water temperatures) will really enhance the fish-catching potential of them! This includes any homemade or readymade boille base mix, readymade boilies, ground bait mix, pellets, particle baits (like nuts, beans, peas and seeds) and meat, fish and natural sea food baits too!

CC Moore liquids used in bait dips, soaks and glugs are extremely well proven for boosting feeding responses of carp in low temperatures (and all year round!) To exploit the high success rate due to using liquids foods and other liquid substances etc, many anglers simply buy readymade bottles of liquids as dips or bait soaks - and they are very effective indeed! (The special CC Moore session packs include potently attractive liquids designed to boost boilies and pellets etc so their readymade baits will work even harder for you – and for longer periods in the water!)
If you fish really popular readymade dips and soaks against anglers on the same waters as you fish, readymade dips can be altered to improve results if fish get wary of them due to their own success!

Sometimes wary fish may become cautious of familiar baits and bait substances to various degrees, but altering just your dip can catch fish you have never hooked before. Certain carp may be even more turned-on to your altered unique liquid food mixtures even more than usual for any one of a multitude of possible reasons! Carp are DNA-unique individuals after all, with their very own needs, preferences, experiences, reactions and feeding behaviours in the presence of baits.

Pictured here is just some of the irresistible CC Moore liquid food range: the devastating Feedstim XP liquid, Marine Amino Compound, Liquid Salmon and Krill, Liquid Bloodworm Extract, Liquid Mussel Extract and Red Venom (see more information about these and many other liquids later on in this article!)

Soluble CC Moore powdered ingredients and other additives can be mixed into your liquids to make them even more concentrated with natural feeding stimulators and attractors etc! Vitamealo, Calcium Caseinate and Whey Protein Concentrate are just a few of many to exploit!

It is a great idea to make some homemade liquid bait attractor packs to your own recipe for multiple effects on carp in different fishing conditions and for various baiting applications with a variety of boilies, pellets, nuts and other particle baits and ground baits! You may begin by simply adding neat flavours or essential oils, to hook baits. Or perhaps use combinations of these along with liquid foods plus some pure betaine or other powdered additive.

One very good trick I used decades ago while starting out in carp fishing was to add neat aniseed oil to prepared cubes of luncheon meat before fishing in the colder months. However I now consider this is a method that is very easy to out-fish with far more potent baits and liquid combinations! A very popular method is soaking pellets, boilies and CC Moore pre-packed natural marine-based products in CCM Trout and Halibut Pellet Oil in the summer. Soaking cooked baits like Tiger Nuts (or chufas) in additional CC Moore tiger nut extract and CC Moore Talin liquid sweetener/Liquid Betaine (ratio of 10:90) for example will really improve your catches!

This picture shows a mixture of liquid foods, plus Talin, various flavours and essential oils and a proportion of powdered additives such as pure betaine. Such a mixture can be used in making homemade boilies, pellets, pastes, or for preparing PVA bag bait mixtures, spod, stick or method mixes or loose feeds. Such liquid mixtures will very much improve results when preparing baits like hemp seed, tiger nuts and peanuts and other particle baits, plus when boosting pop-up baits of many kinds. (The limit of uses for liquid foods and other potent liquids is your own imagination!)

Your homemade liquid attractor packs can be as complex or simple as you wish to make them and are mixtures of liquids that increase feeding responses of fish in many ways - both instantly and in the longer-term too. Such liquids have been improving catches for anglers for literally decades in the UK, France, Belgium and the Netherlands, among many other countries!
Liquid attraction is such a diverse and exciting part of catching fish because we can experience these things with our own human senses even though they are extremely insensitive compared to those in (and on) fish. The effect of many smells and aromas in the air can make you feel really hungry – sometimes even if these aromas are not from food, but other substances, perhaps glues or solvents used in nail varnish or perfumes or hair or skin products etc.

Liquid food-rich homemade pellet baits are even quicker and easier to make than round boilies!

My large hook baits pictured here are based on the massively successful CC Moore Odyssey XXX readymade base mix. They include unique CC Moore Crayfish Concentrate Essence Liquid, and Ultra Frankfurter and Crab Essences, Liquid Super Slop, and Concentrated Anchovy Extract. It is almost obligatory to include both CC Moore Feedstim XP liquid and powder products as these are so successful! (Note: Using these 2 products together is even more potent and this makes the impacts of Feedstim last even longer even when baits have been in the water for many hours!)

Walking past a bakery or a restaurant that is pumping warm food molecules into the air via an air extractor fan is like a fish swimming into the concentration gradient of dissolved flavours and food particles leaching out from your hook baits and ground baits etc! In the UK we had a TV commercial advert for a brand of gravy used to enhance the taste of foods,) and it even showed this wafting of the smell of the gravy pulling people indoors to eat as they were attracted by the smells coming from the food! Now you know what I mean!!

Although rich in taste-enhancers, gravies often contain saturated fats that are not so ideal for carp health or for fishing in cold weather! But products such as CC Moore Liquid Molasses, Liquid Kelp and Lactose Concentrate powder from CC Moore are absolutely ideal. These and many other special products are very potent water-soluble bait enhancers - as are very many others, including Marine Amino Compound, Liquid Super Slop, Liquid Belachan, and Liquid Chilli Extract for example.

This is a picture of a water-soluble PVA bag containing a mixture of baits, crumbled baits, pellets and spod mix etc, ready to have extra PVA-friendly CC Moore liquid foods added on top to boost the impact of the hook bait when it is attached to the bag. One of the PVA-friendly liquids added in the bag would have been Liquid Bloodworm Extract with added pure betaine.

The homemade boilies at the top of the bag include Liquid Red Venom and Liquid super slop and have already been soaked in a potent liquid food mixture for months!) These particular baits contain many very potent powdered additives such as Belachan powder, green-lipped mussel extract, pure betaine and the really outstanding CC Moore Feedstim XP powder!
This hook has 2 boilies and a paste bait on the hair and the bag is almost ready to cast out to a big greedy fish. Most of the free baits in the PVA bag have been soaked in liquids foods etc in advance, but more can be injected into the bag now so that when it melts the water around the baits gets clouded with concentrated potent liquid attraction ready to pull fish towards the hook baits from near or far!

In winter one of the best ways of attracting fish is to deliver liquid attractors via the use of water-soluble polyvinyl alcohol bags (PVA). Instead of casting out your hook bait (or baits) as single fished-baits, or fished over a bed of boilies or carpet of mixed pellets, particles or ground baits etc, you can multiply the area of water-borne attraction enormously by adding free bait directly next to your hook baits.

You may, for example, make a soft bait dough or paste and wrap this around your hook baits. You can make your pastes more resilient and less soluble or very water soluble, to form pastes or method mix type ground baits wrapped around your hook baits or rig, or lead on the line etc, that breaks up quickly when cast out. This is similar to the way many American carp anglers fish and introduce ground bait, and although chumming or ground baiting with free baits is banned in many states this bait-wrapping method works very well.

This method is very effective using many of the CC Moore products that are ideal for similar purposes. You can make their ground baits, method mixes, spod mixes firmer or sloppier or even more boosted with protein-rich liquid foods as potent as you like – for short or even very long range fishing.

The use of PVA netting or webbing is very common in the UK. You can deliver loads more liquid attraction using whole PVA bags and I have favoured the use of big PVA bags for big fish results for years. There are very many bait powdered, crushed, chopped, mashed and liquid products I have tested like this in PVA bags as I tend to do things a bit differently to the average angler; I always look for new edges to reduce and defeat fish caution to significantly increase the numbers of big fish hooked!

I like to use big whole PVA bags with lots of added liquid attraction. In saying this I do mean lots of liquids in the bags! Imagine the effect of going out in your swim (if you are able,) and dropping into the water from a bucket highly attractive liquids.

These massively flavour the water and colour it with nutritionally-attractive substances. Using lots of liquid foods as a base for your liquids for this purpose is an incredibly powerful method. An awesome array of CC Moore products are available to use with PVA bags today and most are PVA-friendly which means they will not melt your PVA bait delivering bags or netting – unlike water! This property relates more to their density and many of these special products have been designed with correct density in mind.
Here is a variety of CC Moore pellets, Spod Mix, Method Mix, plus chopped and crumbled homemade baits and readymade baits – all excellent free feed to attract carp to your hook baits.

Soaking or mixing these with liquid foods, flavours etc really works!

Do not forget you can add extra liquids to pellets and coat them with powdered additives, This is really effective - so use your imagination...

Here in the UK I currently notice that most of my fellow anglers are copying the PVA netting baiting type approach to attract more attention to their hook baits in colder weather.

You can use specially-designed CC Moore Stick Mixes for example with PVA netting or webbing, or bags too and they are really well proven!

Alternatively you might choose to use whole PVA bags tightly packed with ground baits even with loose feed such as damped CC Moore Spod mixes for long range fishing or weed fishing in summer for instance.

Using ground baits alongside boilies, pellets and various particle and meat baits steeped in liquid foods works big-time!

Spodding is the process of casting with a strong fishing rod and line a special closed end tube like a swim feeder that flies through the air and lands in your swim. It upends thus depositing loose or more tightly-packed baits, ground baits, liquids, powders, nuts and crushed seeds like hemp etc. It is a very effective method as this loose active bait drifts in water currents at all levels announcing to all fish from a long distance away that it is dinner time!

Oils such as CC Moore Hemp Oil and CC Moore Salmon Oil are exceptional big fish products that do not melt PVA. (Many CC Moore PVA-friendly liquid foods are listed later in this article!) Of course in summer the favourites like the bulk fish oils and so on can be used, and hemp oil mixed with these is very commonly used in the UK and parts of Europe. One particularly oily product that is exceptional is CC Moore Carp Chum!

In winter and spring there are very many more choices and although hemp oil is great in winter many oils are simply not suitable as they become solid in low temperatures and can even literally prevent fish digestion of your baits when ingested, which can reduce carp feeding activity and metabolism speeds. Ideally in low temperatures the aim is to provide the most easily-digestible free food samples, boost fish metabolism as much as possible, and keep fish actively feeding – thus providing more chances of even more bites!
Very notable products in this regard are the new CC Moore N-Gage probiotic base mix and its related readymade baits and liquid that have already helped anglers make numerous exceptional big fish catches; just like the more established Live System, Meteor and Odyssey XXX bait ranges and liquids! Critically, these high quality baits are all designed so fish more easily digest them and achieve maximum benefits from these complete food type baits - even in cold water.

You can super-boost any readymade CC Moore boilie-pellets, pellets, or readymade hardened hook baits and pop-up boilies etc with CC Moore liquids...

I remember that in the past when I first began testing CC Moore baits, ground baits, liquids and ingredients etc, it was in the very low water temperatures of the month of December. Despite the critical importance of choosing the most suitable ingredients, liquids and baits to maximise bites in the cold (when testing new baits for the very first time) it was actually very difficult indeed to decide what not to use in their range because so much was absolutely ideal for winter fishing (and proven just as effective all year round!)

I personally rate Liquid Super Slop boosted with CC Moore Pure Betaine as a winning liquid put with any bait of any kind in the lowest of temperatures, as the number of natural fish feeding triggers it contains is phenomenal making it ideal for a very wide range of species - so do experiment using it (and be generous with the levels in your baits!) I have found that even using it as a bait dip for sweetcorn for roach or tench or crucian carp dramatically multiplies feeding responses which proves how irresistible it is for use in getting smaller fish feeding activity to arouse the competitive natures of much more dominant big carp, catfish or barbel for instance!

I have found that using Liquid Super Slop, Liquid Kelp Complex, Liquid Mussel Extract or Liquid Liver Extract mixed with PVA-friendly liquid foods such as Liquid Red Venom, Liquid Bloodworm Extract, or Marine Amino Compound (in various ratios,) makes delivering the awesome power of Liquid Super Slop in PVA products easier!

If you use neat liquids that dissolve or melt PVA you can add dry powders to your bags to help protect them or mix dry products with your baits so they are drier before use but still contain attractive liquids. Often it is a great idea to add water-soluble liquids in stages or timed increments so you get them into baits so making them merely damp (without making them actually wet!)

These odd-shaped baits were soaked in liquid foods and other liquids and then dusted with CC Moore spod mixes before they dried.

When these baits get wet the spod mix will be released – taking attractive boilie particles with it!
There are very many innovative developments from CC Moore that I really find very inspiring – more and more are in constant development and testing stages so future options to keep ahead of the very biggest wary fish are always available. CC Moore have really gone to great technical efforts to develop and expand on PVA-friendly liquid foods and attractor packs etc which is an area I obviously focus on as this aspect of bait is very central to optimising bait performance – and even to out-competing other anglers’ baits too!

I recommend using PVA-friendly CC Moore products either alone or in your own unique combinations for all kinds of bait and baiting applications. Some examples of applications include use with the dry CC Moore boilies, pellet and ground bait ranges of ingredients and dry additives ranges. The Spod Mixes, Stick Mixes and other readymade ground baits are extremely versatile and have multiple applications such as using them in making boilies and pastes too!

You might also use liquid foods and other liquids such as bulk flavours, essential oils and other liquids with readymade CC Moore boille base mixes, in soaking their pellets and boosting readymade boilies (although readymade liquid packs for the Meteor, Live System, Odyssey and N-Gage boilies and pellets are also available) The list of uses goes on – for example in making homemade baits, creating potent homemade paste or dough baits, boosting PVA and ground bait stick mixes and so-called Method Mixes (also outstanding,) and creating irresistible particle baits etc!

Method mixes are like paste type ground baits that cling to your hook baits, leads, ground bait feeders and lead weights etc, thus delivering feed that breaks down around your hook bait, pulling fish to it and even obscuring your hook link line and lead from sight of wary fish! Method mixes used to be very much under-estimated and overlooked and were perceived as a small fish method. But they revolutionised popular carp fishing styles being definitely big fish-friendly baits!


You would be very wise to exploit other attractor packs CC Moore have ready prepared in your own homemade or readymade base mixes and on pellets, in pastes and particles etc (even though these were originally conceived for CC Moore readymade boille base mixes!)

These include:
Meteor Liquid, Live System Liquid, Odyssey XXX Liquid, and the very special probiotic Liquid Yeast that boosts vital digestion and the utilisation benefits of your baits. The new N-Gage liquid is not to be over-looked too!

If you wish to use baits mixed with water or other bait liquids that may melt PVA netting or bags you might experiment by mixing them with different levels of PVA-friendly ones. If using the with water or water-soluble liquids you can try even utilising 2 PVA bags to ensure your baits hit the bottom in a tight area and do not spread out on the way down on casting. Sometimes having your PVA free baits disperse on the way down after hitting the water and spread out on the bottom is a good effect to trip up cautious fish too

Some of the other liquids I really advise you to use in both their recommended rates in boilies (and in more generous rates in faster break-up ground baits for example,) include the following:

CC Moore Feedstim XP (which is awesome,) the much underestimated Liquid Kelp Complex, Liquid Belachan, Liquid Mussel Extract, Liquid Salmon and Krill Extract, Chilli Liquid, and the nutritionally power-packed Super Cherry amino – perhaps try using this with Liquid Liver Extract if you do not like to use flavours!

Others to really boost your baits include CC Moore Concentrated Anchovy Extract Liquid and the unique CC Moore bulk flavours, such as their awesome Crayfish Concentrate. (Using these with particle type baits such as cooked chopped nuts, or peas, beans, seeds or even meats and sea foods, is very much over-looked!)

All of these are well proven for big fish and famous multiple big fish captures; but there are even more that I personally have not had time to test in my own fishing - yet!
Note that some of these products may appear the same as products from other bait companies but the natural potency and guaranteed freshness of CC Moore products is massively important to their success. Baits made from the freshest ingredients deliver maximum fish-catching impacts and benefits in the short and long term because, using fresh ingredients, they will out-fish other baits that may have traces of repellent off-flavours and tastes, or contain unhealthy oxidised oils, or useless ineffective vitamins, etc.

The optimum natural potency of bait substances and baits is a central maxim of CC Moore bait and ingredients and liquid foods supplies. One huge aspect about their approach, which very much impressed me, was how advanced and uniquely effective their range of products is. Having a full-time ‘bio-chemist’ involved in product development, sourcing of optimum materials for specific effects and impacts on fish digestion, improving feed triggering responses and optimum health impacts in instant and long-term bait products adds serious levels of credibility. Save in the knowledge of this technical expertise, you get so much more extra confidence when using any of their specially chosen and uniquely developed products.

I have tested baits and products for a number of leading UK bait companies over my 30 plus years of carp and catfish fishing. Every angler should be able to forget worrying about if a bait will work or not and be able to focus entirely on their fishing to maximise their time, efforts and catch results - and this is exactly what these CC Moore products are chosen and optimised to do!

The incredible range of carefully sourced and professionally-formulated pellets of CC Moore is in my opinion the widest range of guaranteed fresh top quality pellets available. Some of their unique pellets are so awesome I cannot resist making unique homemade boilies, pellets and pastes using mixtures of them - plus the liquid foods such as Liquid Salmon and Krill Extract, Belachan Powder, and Pure Betaine etc!

If you know anything about fish senses, and the exploitation of natural fish feeding triggers and attractors in fishing baits, these pellets really (and CC Moore boosted particles too) are famously well proven in overcoming the caution of the wariest fish. This fact even applies where particular fish have been predominantly natural feeders and been largely uncaught by anglers!

You can make pellets that break up easily using any of the CC Moore range of ground baits, spod mixes, method mixes etc. Adding liquid molasses and milk powders, corn steep liquor, Corn Sweet Syrup, Feedstim XP powder and egg powder for instance, along with liquid foods and flavours, helps them stick together and makes them break up effectively dispersing attraction but not filling fish up before you catch them!

There are extremely potent pellets in the CC Moore range that contain specially chosen protein ingredients, enhancers etc that make them totally unique in the fishing bait industry. Such unusual pellets are even more effective because one of the biggest edges in fishing for big wary fish is using baits and ingredients that are new to fish, or different to normal that result in fish feeding on them with significantly increased levels of confidence!
One of the things that I notice again and again about CC Moore products is how many times some of the most sought-after and wariest hardest to catch big fish get caught by anglers using CC Moore products, not just once either - but repeatedly (a very good sign!)

Just one example is the case of the highly sought-after and extremely pressured UK Yateley fishing complex resident called ‘Heather the Leather’. She has been caught on numerous occasions by anglers using CC Moore baits products.

(Very few UK fish are caught weighing in at over 50 pounds - Heather last weighed in at 52 pounds and has now been caught by anglers using CCM products four times in the last 2 years (and all 3 times in 2009)).

CC Moore has exceptional buying power and often imports many items direct from producers - cutting out middle men so you really do get best prices for uncut and not watered-down products! They also have many bait ingredients and liquid components graded, or specially treated, processed or even specifically formulated, to ensure maximised potency and potential of their components and substances, making them even better for inclusion in fishing baits.

One of the aspects of modern carp fishing that seems to catch more and more big fish each year is the use of ground baits with whole or crushed particles and other ingredients such as insects and dried shrimps etc. The range of CC Moore ground baits, method mixes, spod mixes and others, plus their boosted prepared particles and crushed seeds, crushed, chopped and whole nuts etc have contributed to the captures of many of the biggest fish in the UK, plus at least one previous world record carp!

One aspect of homemade bait making I use CC Moore products for (that is really over-looked,) is the application of homemade boilie, paste and pellet mixes used as alternative format free baits and ground baits. Of course all these free baits and ground baits are generously packed with volumes of highly-stimulating nutritional liquids that get fish feeding and competing more intensively. There is no limit to how much most of the CC Moore liquids you use in loose free baits as they disperse very rapidly to draw fish in!

(Note: When you get big fish competing for food they become much easier to catch!)

A bag of ingredients and additives about to be thoroughly mixed together ready to begin making anything from boilies, pastes, pellets or different forms of ground baits etc. CC Moore bird food ingredients are outstanding as the bases for ground baits and not just great in boilies and pastes!

You can make your own base mixes with cheaper economical ingredients such as CC Moore Vitamealo or Lamlac, CLO, semolina, maize flour, maize meal, and meat, yeast and fish meals and powders, (cheaper) whey protein, raw molasses, crushed hemp, halibut pellet powder, corn steep liquor powder, vanilla extract meal etc.

Remember to include really seriously potent vital extras like high protein milk ingredients such as whey protein concentrate and calcium caseinate, and Feedstim XP powder, green-lipped mussel extract, enzyme-treated liver, Belachan powder or predigested fish protein, etc for a powerfully irresistible natural feeding trigger and attractor kick in your baits!

I found when fishing for some of the really big carp and creating my own unique homemade ground bait mixes and boosted particles, that CC Moore products had many of the ideal characteristics, properties and effects that I was generating and aiming for in my baits. This really got me excited because I could see so many further ways to exploit their products in new and totally alternative ways – or just as they were designed to be used.
A few products I often use include egg albumin and whey gel for harder more resilient baits.

For cold water baits, blue cheese powder, spirulina powder, fermented shrimp powder, and whey protein concentrate and the outstanding CC Moore Lactose concentrate are just a sample of the ‘fish magnets’ available in their range. All these things works exceptionally well in the cold of winter and spring, so when warmer weather comes, you know success will just keep on coming!

I realised that especially when fishing for very pressured fish or in conditions that require absolute precision in terms of bait performance such as very low temperatures, CC Moore have already done the work for you in terms of specific baits, liquids and powders etc - and this definitely makes them much easier to catch in any fishing situation.

This varies from carp, catfish, tench or bream fishing on free, club, day ticket or syndicate waters, to fishing untapped giant wild carp waters, to targeting big carp, catfish, barbel and chub etc on rivers. Many experienced carp anglers have incredible success using CC Moore baits and ingredients for other species, including chub in winter rivers and even for sea fishing species (Try Marine Amino Compound!)

The innovative Weed Beater range of baits is very special and actively kicks out attraction to pull fish towards baits even if barriers in the water such as bars, heavy weed beds or heavy silt etc are in the way (what a competitive advantage!) These are yet to prove incredible winter baits merely because the masses of anglers do not know about them yet – so why not get onto this range of unique products right now!

Obviously a short cut to improved success for me as a homemade bait maker exploiting my own recipe base mixes, boosting my own particles, pellets, pastes etc (in unique ways,) is to use CC Moore ingredients, additives, liquids, flavours, ground baits, pellets and base mixes etc in my own ways.

When only you know what you chose to include in your own highly successful secret homemade baits, no-one can ever copy your bait and exploit all your efforts of pre-baiting to get fish well and truly hooked on them! These Homemade baits contain egg shell but it is also a great idea to use CC Moore crushed oyster shell for top bait performance!

We all need complete confidence in terms of fish responses and every CC Moore product has been tested (and very well proven) by some of the very best anglers in the UK and Europe.
Glycerine in a dip or soak mix forms a dense halo of attraction around your baits that makes fish even more excited as fish approach your treated hook baits – so try it and experiment with the liquid foods.

You might include Liquid Betaine plus the unique concentrated and bulk flavour essences, liquid additives and water-soluble extracts such as Tiger Nut Extract, Ultra Sweet (the outstanding intense and subtle sweetener) and Talin for example!

Another idea to try for a great winter bait soak is to mix Marine Amino Compound (which is uncut liquid fish protein extract,) with Concentrated Anchovy Extract and the bulk flavour essence called Crayfish Concentrate.

For a bait dip that will preserve hook baits without freezing or to make your liquid attractor pack ‘shelf life’ mix it with 50 percent Liquid Glycerine. You can exploit individual concentrated flavours in your baits or try mixing them with others to create your own customised flavour- which I often do.

Ultimately even the biggest wariest fish we all dream of catching really respond to all the substances mentioned in this article. So why not get creative with your own readymade bait soaks, your homemade bait mixes, your boosted pellets and particles and PVA mixes this winter and spring – and you will reap big rewards!

Best wishes
Tim Richardson
Are **you** catching enough fish?!

You can have the best bait but seriously under-exploit it!

Being able to prepare or apply premium performance finished baits or potent economical homemade boilies, pastes, pellets, or ground baits etc (using the best ingredients) gives an angler total confidence! This ability to literally make your own luck maximises your chances in the heat of summer to the depths of winter. CC Moore consultant Tim Richardson’s internationally-proven big carp and catfish bait secrets eBooks are shortcuts to faster easier big fish success with homemade baits and all kinds of readymade baits. Exploit simply the best, most irresistible baits even more!

Want to catch the fish of your dreams sooner?

Visit [www.baitbigfish.com](http://www.baitbigfish.com) now!

Now available at [www.baitbigfish.com](http://www.baitbigfish.com) to help you make your bait the best it can be